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Please complete the form on the
following page. In addition to these
questions, we also require the supply of
two or three sample chapters, or some
other form of example content.
Once completed, please email this
document and your sample chapters to:
books@dossierindustries.co

Your contact details:

+

NAME 		

[

]

PHONE

[

]

EMAIL		

[

]

SUBMISSION DATE

+61.450.834.920
books@dossierindustries.co

___ / ___ / ___
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Author or Editor name(s) and postal address(es)

Number of illustrations, images, photographs,
tables or graphs
Has or will permission be granted to use third
party material (if applicable)?

Previous books published by the Author(s) or
Editor(s)
Has or will the book result in the creation of
any supplementary material, such as images or
audio recordings, that could be made accessible
in support of the publication? If yes, please give
details.
Proposed title

Proposed subtitle

+

Has the research for this book been supported
by any external funding body? If yes, please give
details.

Have you established any prior general retail
interest in this book? If yes, please give details.
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Chapter summary or list
List any groups, organisations or mailing lists (both
print and electronic) appropriate to this book.

+
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Brief summary of book (300–400 words)

What is the unique approach of this book?
List any web sites or links appropriate to this
book.

+

+

Is it an original manuscript or a reprint?
Has the manuscript been submitted to or is it
under consideration by another publisher?
Estimated manuscript completion date
Estimated manuscript word count
Is an index required for this publication? If so, are
you able to provide the index?

What are the major competitors for this book and
what advantages does this book offer over each?
Please include references.

